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Address Schollglas Technik GmbH 
Glashüttenstraße 5 
01623 Lommatzsch

Country Germany

PRODUCTS OR MACHINERY
Float glass, Safety Glass, Ornamental Glass, Mirrors, Worldwide Trade in Glass From a long tradition, Schollglas also engages itself with with glass
construction. The two operations specialized in this practice are centered in Berlin and Hanover. In addition to these regional markets, these two
locations are active not only throughout Germany, but are also capable as specialists for challenging and recurrent assignments from our customers all
across Europe. Our offerings in the service and support sectors have growing significance. We offer to branch firms, retail chains and comparable
customers CI-conforming original equipment with automatic doors and interior construction on the one hand, and on the other we ensure the carefree
application of these devices throughout the country on the basis of long-term service agreements. Naturally the offering consists of the most modern
glass and mounting technology and with it, arranges a contemporary appearance of the firms´ outlets. In close cooperation with architects, we place
our glass operations behind even their most unusual wishes. Thus, glass construction in some areas is becoming the imulse toward and measure of
our development work. The advantage of proximity of practice to the testing of our product development secures the quality of our entire delivery
program.
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